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Page 1. We cannot expect to strongly code an arbitrary A ~_ ORD(M) s.t. 
(M, A)  ~ ZF. For, such an A would be AI(M[R]) for some real R, which violates 
the Covering Lemma for L if M-Card is A~ over (M, A). In fact for this to be 
possible A would have to have very strong 'collapsing' properties. It is possible 
that such an A with A-Adm. = Rec. Inac. could be constructed using loads of fine 
structure, but I think it's easier to build A generically. 
SECT ION ONE 
Part A 
Page 5. Lemma 1A.l(b): ~ does not have greatest lower bounds. One reason 
is that a condition p has as domain a set of 'fake' cardinals, and it is possible that 
for 2 conditions p, q" Dom(p) and Dom(q) are incomparable under inclusion. 
See the proof on Pages 75-76. The key case is: p • ~ ' ,  q • ~ and 6 • fl-Card, 
(6+)~#'eDom(p), (6+)L#eDom(q), (6+)L#'<(6+) L# and lq l<(6+) L#'. Then 
there is no least way to extend q~ to a ~#6'-generic. We need IA.l(b) in the form 
stated to prove Corollary 1A.4(a). 
Definition of P-generic: We need clause (ii) as clause (iii) is so weak. In 
particular we want that Pl, P2 • G~ 3q <~PI, P2 (q • G) and that p • P, p 
compatible with every q • G---->p • G (see the proof of 1A.2 on Page 76, Line 
-2.) 
Page 6, Line -11.  To check the Truth Lemma for ranked sentences, the only 
nontrivial case is the negation case. Then we need to know that for ranked ~, G 
contains a condition which decides ~. But (pip ¢} is z1 and a weak use of 
Z-genericity gives that =lp • G (p IF ~b or Vq ~<p --q IF t~). So 3p • G (p decides 
¢). 
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Page 7. Corollary 1A.4(b): As mentioned in the proof, we do not get G 
~-generic over L--> G tq La A~ over La[X f3 to] uniformly for fl e Adm (where 
f(0, fl, X N fl) = G N L,). The Ardefinition is uniform for f le Lim Adm. I could 
have arranged uniformity for all f le  Adm by ramifying the forcing more: define 
~ for all p.r. closed ~,. Then one would get uniformity for limits of p.r. closed 
ordinals. 
Lemma 1A.5 is a very crude version of the kind of Generic Existence needed 
for Extendibility. One actually wants G to be as definable as the least injection 
1_1) K. 
Page 8. We elaborate here on the explanation given as to why the admissibility 
of recursively inaccessibles i preserved. As in the first paragraph of Page 6, it 
suffices to show that ~ II- KP for fle RL in view of Corollary 1A.4(a). Of course 
it suffices by Factoring to show that ~.~c~ forces that f:x-->fl, f 
ZI(Lt~[G], G fq La )-->f bounded, for each fl-cardinal x. But ~ is Z-distributive, 
~ Ib ~c.  has the ~-x+-c.c., so we are done (using the fact that It- is Z1 for ranked 
sentences). The same argument shows that cardinals are preserved. 
Part B 
Page 9. When we write (x+) L~ we mean the least fl-cardinal greater than x if it 
exists, fl otherwise. The idea in defining 6(x) is this: If ~ ~ ~?(x), r < ~ < x +, 
then our definition of S~ will guarantee that ~ e Dom(s), s e S~--> s r [r, (r+)~0 
codes s(~), so there is no need to code s(~) directly into x. The ordinals/z~ are 
defined in order to code at ~, so need only be defined for ~ e ~?(r). 
Clause (b) is very important. We need very tight control over the definability of 
s r ~ so that s I ~ will collapse to an element of some S~ under the inverse of a 
morass map :r'~(/z~)-->~t(/z~). By insisting that s l~  is AI(L~, C'~) we 
guarantee this, thanks to (d) of the Jensen Theorem on Pages 12-13. (The 
definition of A~'(~(/z~)) is on Page 13.) By the way, the reason that some control 
on the definability of s r ~ is required is that otherwise s I ~ may destroy the 
admissibility of recursively inaccessibles (>/z~-). The very tight control is required 
to preserve definability under inverses of morass maps. In the Distributivity proof 
for R s it is precisely those inverse images which arise (in the proof that one has a 
condition at a limit stage). 
Pages 9-11. These lemmas list some basic facts about S~. It is best to just read 
Lemmas 1B.1, 1B.3, 1B.6 and leave the proofs for later. 
Page U.  It is explained here why Jensen's construction of generic codes does 
not suffice in this context. 
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Pages 12-14. This sets up the fine structure required for the generic codes 
construction. The definitions of C~, C" are lifted from Jensen [7]. (See 6.42 of 
Beller-Jensen-Welch [1]). On Page 13 it is asserted that A~(~t)_~ A~'(gt)~_ 
A2(~t). The latter inclusion is easily verified when C~ is unbounded in v. The 
former inclusion follows easily from Lemmas 6.37, 6.38 of Beller-Jensen-Welch 
[1] when C~ is unbounded in v. If C~ is bounded in v, then A~(,d(v))~_ 
A~(,5~(V)) c A2(~(V)) can be easily verified. 
The choice of the particular morass that is made here is guided by two things: 
First we will need that the square sequence (C~ I tr e U) fits nicely with the 
morass; in the terminology of Donder and Velleman we want a 'morass with linear 
limits'. But there is a second requirement: we want that if ~,< v and v is 
admissible, then so is ~. The use of Q-embeddings (from L~ to Lv) guarantees 
this. This fact is useful in checking Z-genericity over L~ when v is recursively 
inaccessible and a <-limit. 
Page 15 (top). This describes the properties that we want for the generic codes. 
The discussion on Page 11 describes why in fact we must define a code by for all 
v e T and not just v e T~÷. As in Jensen's construction of generic codes (Chapter 
7 of Beller-Jensen-Welch [1]) we must consider W(v) when v is a <-successor 
and define bv~ for re  W(v). Remember that we want sequences such as 
(b,~(,,)lveT(o, r))  to be 'generic', where T(o, r )~ l~,  ~<r '  ~T~, : r=: r~, .  
The forcing that this genericity refers to is C¢~x where X = T(o, r). So ~x must 
contain all possible restriction of 'standard' sequences of the above form (to 
ordinals f l '<  fl). Such restrictions will not necessarily be of the above form for 
some fl' < fl so we are led to consider 'nonstandard' sequences. 
The key properties are described on Page 15. Property (e) helps to clarify the 
nature of the ~: 's .  The last statement in (e) is the extendibility property for q¢.~. 
Property (f) states the basic restriction property for ~gx. Finally (g) says that the 
'standard' conditions p(i)= b:r(i), ~ = ~,  belong to ~x and have the desired 
genericity property. Thus if a standard condition p is divided into two parts p ~ i, 
P t X - i  then p r X - i  is generic over p I i. This is our version of Jensen's 
genericity condition. 
Page 15 (bottom). Here is the inductive construction of the generic codes and 
the forcings ~.  The key steps in the construction of the bv's are Cases 3a, 3b and 
3c where 3. < v. Then by is defined so as to satisfy property (g). This construction 
assumes ome generic set existence for ~x, which is proved in Lemma 1B.9. 
Otherwise it is closely modelled on Jensen's generic codes construction. 
The definition of {p e ~ '  J [p[ = a~} when IXI < ~ on Page 16 describes how 
conditions p can be broken into two parts p r Xo(p), p ~ XI(p) where p r Xo(p) is 
'standard' and p ~ XI(p) is 'nonstandard'. Property (iii) on Page 16 describes the 
required genericity. Though property (g) on Page 15 only considers the case 
XI(p) = ~, we must consider estrictions of such p (see property (f)) which leads 
~a~tn l fa~ wi~ao en Irr~orm~ca 
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us into the case Xl(p)q: 0. We demand that p r X~(p) be as generic as possible; 
namely that it be generic over L~(~)(p r Xo(p)). We do not deal with 27-genericity 
in this part as we must redo the construction anyway in Part C, where 
,~-genericity is introduced. 
Property 1B.8(b) is used in the proof of (e) of the Thinning Lemma lB.11. 
Pages 17-19. This proves the most basic type of extendibility for c¢ x, as stated 
in Lemma lB.9. Establishing 1B.9(b) comes down to a problem of generic set 
existence which in turn depends upon extendibility at smaller ordinals; this is the 
reason for the double induction. Actually 1B.9(b) is nontrivial only when tr is a 
°//-successor, when it is easily established using induction and 1B.9(a) in the first 
paragraph of the proof. Also 1B.9(a) is easily verified there when 0c is a 
9/-successor, so we can assume that tr is a °//-limit. 
In that case we have to build a ~gener ic  by piecing together ~ax-generics for 
smaller ft. The best case is where there is a nice sequence teo < aq <.  • • cofinal in 
o~ so that M(te) is well-approximated by the M(tri); this is when Co~ is unbounded 
in c~. Then a ~-gener ic  G can be obtained as the union of c¢.~-generics Gi" we 
need to check that U {Gi I i < ~.} = Gx is generic for limit ~.. The fact that M(tri), 
i < ~. approximates M(a~x) is used on Pages 17-18 to show that the genericity of 
Gx can be inferred from that of the Gi using reflection. Actually we only need to 
reflect from Lv(,,~) to Lv(~,,), i < ~.. The key claim is that if ~ e Lv(,,~) is predense 
on ~,  then ~i = ~ n L~, is predense on ~.~ and belongs to L,,(~,), for sufficiently 
large i < ~. Note that we need a short approximation to tr (of ordertype ~7) to 
verify that at stage ;t we really have that Lv(~,,), i < ~. approximates L~(,,~) and not 
some L~, v e T~, n v(tr). 
This idea of using C,~ to approximate L~(, 0 will come up again in the 
construction of Supergeneric codes, and is in fact the key idea behind 'morasses 
with linear limits' as defined in Part C or in Donder's paper. In fact the present 
construction could have been carded out in terms of morasses, but that is not 
really necessary. The reason is that our conditions here are elements of Lr. and 
do not involve ordinals in [y+, ~++). Later this type of construction will be 
applied to prove extendibility for R" (see Lemma 1D.2) where reference to the 
quasi-morass will be required. 
When C~, is bounded in a~ we approximate M(tr) with an to-sequence of 
substructures of the form M(o~i). In every case but one, it is possible to do this in 
such a way that genericity over L~(~ 0 can be obtained by reflection to the smaller 
L~(,,,), as before. In the final case direct action is taken to meet predense sets (this 
is when v(o0=f l (o  0 is a T~-successor). First we show that c¢~: is (<7+) - 
distributive (the intersection of ), open dense sets is dense) and then, using a 
decomposition of Lv(~) into to subsets of size ),, successively extend to meet each 
group of predense sets. 
Pages 20-21. Lemma lB.10 is the actual form of extendibility required in the 
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construction of the generic codes. In this case we want to extend conditions r in 
~xuY, where we require that r I X is determined to be an initial segment of a 
fixed p e q~x. Parts (a), (b) of 1B.10 correspond to (a), (b) of lB.9. The first 
statement in (a) can be proved as before, but to derive (b) from (a) we actually 
need the second statement in (a). The latter is nonobvious due to the need to 
check the genericity of p t.J q(G) ~ (X t3 Y - i) over p t.J q(G) ~ i for all i e 
Xo(p) LI {v(p)}. This is the content of (c) of 1B.10. To prove (c) we need (d). 
This in turn follows from (a), so this process of reduction finally closes off. 
Fortunately (c) only uses (d) for smaller oc, so circularity is avoided. See the first 
paragraph of the proof. 
Pages 22-24. As is explained at the bottom of Page 21, we need to consider 
thinnings in order to demonstrate that functions p( i )= b,~o) induced by morass 
maps :r are in fact conditions. Once again the problem is in establishing 
genericity. The last paragraph on Page 22 indicates why thinnings arise: it is to 
reduce the case of 1: a <-successor (in 1B.11(a)) to the case ~" <.  3. In that case 
we use the nature of the construction of the b~'s to argue for genericity; with the 
help of the second statement of 1B.10(a) we get that p is a condition. 
Now verifying that thinnings of conditions are conditions leads us into checking 
that genericity is preserved by thinning: this is the content of 1B.11(b). And 
1B.11(b) follows directly from (e). And establishing (e) comes down to the 
property expressed in (d). 
It is in the attempt o establish (d) that the inadequacy of the generic codes is 
revealed. As in 1B.10(a) the problem is to construct a generic set, but now we 
have a further restraint resulting from the need to have q' o :r r Y" equal to t 7. (The 
generic set being constructed is G(q').) As explained on Page 23, we need not 
only the genericity of G(~) over Lv(~)~) but in fact the genericity must be over 
L~(~)(p). (The reason is that in building G(q') we must consider predense sets in 
this larger universe.) This is stated in Lemma lB.12 on Page 23. There would be 
no problem were :r r X co final in X. However in general this is not true and 
hence we cannot assume that Lv(~)(p) = L~t~)(p). 
The need for Lemma 1B.12 is reinforced in Part D, where it is used again in 
the extendibility proof for R s. (We need Lemma 1C.13 there, a generalization of 
Lemma lB.12.) 
Part C 
Page 24. Lemma 1B.12 can be thought of as a 'mutual-genericity' property: If 
p, ~ are as in the statement of the lemma, then write p=poOpl  where 
Po=p ~ Xo(p), Pl =p -Po  and Xo(p) = {i e Dora(p) Ip( i )=b, ,  for some v}. (So 
po = the 'standard part' of p.) Not only do we have p~, ~ generic over L~(~)(p~) 
but in fact p~, ~ are mutually-generic over Lv(,0(P0). 
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To arrange this kind of property it is clear that C¢x has to be defined for all X 
simultaneously, so that we can arrange that r0 e C¢x0, rl e C¢x 1 ~ (ro, rl) meets all 
appropriate predense sets on COx 0 x ~xl. 
a~-conditions are introduced on Page 24. We need them for the following 
reason: Our supergeneric codes should be at least as good as the generic codes of 
Part B; in particular Lemmas lB.10, lB.11 should hold. Now Lemma 1B.10(d) 
asserts that we should be able to 'extend on the right' (if r ~ Y ~ ~, ' ,  then there is 
r' ~ Y ~ ~r  s.t. p't.J r' r Y ~ CCxuY) and 1B.11(c) says that conditions are 'closed 
under thinning'. An m-condition is the result if the 'standard' conditions are 
dosed under these 2 operations. Note that the definition on Page 24 is only a 
suggestion of what a~-conditions are, as the definition of the assignment p(c), c an 
a~-condition, has not yet been given. It is clear that the notion of re-condition of 
length n can be defined once p(c') is defined for or-conditions c' of length <n. If 
n = 0, then p(c) =P((Po)) is just Po. Condition (d) in the definition of re-condition 
is there for convenience; it says that one should extend 'on the right' as far as 
possible. 
Page 25 (top). The third paragraph on Page 25 explains how qgx is derived from 
the p(c), c an c~-condition. Thus Cdx is much 'thinner' then the C~x of Part B, 
which is not surprising due to the requirements of mutual-genericity. (This is 
reminiscent of the difference between the construction of a ],+-Souslin tree where 
'generic' paths are taken at limit levels and the construction of a ),+-Souslin tree 
T such that f l , - -  • , fn ~ [T]'-> (fl, • • •, fn) is T x - - .  × T-generic.) 
Page 25 (bottom). Here we describe the basic properties needed in the 
supergeneric codes construction. (g) from Part B is modified so as to consider 
Z-genericity. (This is necessary as we want to use these codes in R s to code s in 
an admissibility-preserving way.) Condition (h) on Page 25 is the important 
mutual-genericity property, which holds for all conditions except those which 
were added according to the description in the third paragraph of Page 25. 
Condition (i) refers to the canonical square sequence C~ from Part B. Also 
note that in the definition of c ~ we have that pt3(i) =p(i)  ~ fl for i ~ Dom(p). 
Conditions (i)-(m) are 'coherence' conditions for the p(c) which are needed to 
get through limit stages of the construction. Thus p(c) is defined in terms of p(d) 
for 'smaller' d which arise as in (i)-(m). 
The 'trivial' conditions qy were introduced on Page 24 for the purpose of 
conditions (j), (k). In (j) we define the b,,j as we did in the construction of the 
generic codes. Condition (k) is to handle the situation where v ' - iv  and 
by e Range(p0). Then we define p(c) in terms of a condition p(c') where 
by $ Range p~ (and c' - (p~,. . . ) ) .  The ordinal tr(c) is defined on the top of Page 
25. Note that b~ $ Range(~r~) and that Por X must be a thinning Jr~ o ~r of ~r~. (~rv 
is defined in property (j).) Hence p~ is also a thinning ofp((:rv, (~r~, qgv))) so c' is 
indeed an a~(v)-condition, since by (j) we have b~ = bv~ =p(c(v))(9).  
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Pages 25 (bottom)-26 (top). On Page 25 the new morass relation ql' is 
introduced. This is reminiscent of morasses with linear limits, as in Donder [4]. 
However our relation is needed only at very special morass points (see (2), (3) on 
Pages 25-26) And has a definition which is tailor-made for our construction, at 
certain ordinals a~ ~ a//(y) (see (1) on Page 25). 
It is tempting to define fl IF' c~ iff f l~ C~, for te as in (1). However this does not 
suffice for the following reason: the relation ql, which refines qt', is to be used to 
guide the meeting of predense sets ~(T)  as in the definition of Z-generic on Page 
6. In (1), we are dealing with y-many requirements in a H~(L~,)-construction. If y 
is L~-regular, then it can be verified (see Fact on Page 29) that//1-cof(o 0 = y and 
thus there is 'room' to meet all of the requirements• But when y is singular in L~ 
we do not know that ordertype (C,) is at least 7, so C~ may not suffice to guide 
the construction. In that case we need the larger set B~. The set B~, is defined 
canonically so that ql' will be a tree. In (2), (3) there is no problem as we are 
guaranteed that Hl-cof(v(tr))= te and ordertype {te(tr)I e-~l' v(tr)} = re. (In the 
above we are assuming that te and v(tr) are admissible.) 
The reason that ql cannot be defined in advance (as mentioned on Page 26) is 
that when ql' is used to make successive xtensions for the purpose of meeting 
predense ~(T) 's ,  there is no a priori bound on the 'lengths' of these extensions. 
In particular we cannot assume that we have coherence along -~l' as we may have 
to extend an ct(v)-condition beyond a -tl'-successor to v. 
The remarks on Page 26 need some justification: (a) If a~ is admissible, then the 
unboundedness of B~, follows by considering ~rSko lem hulls of {p(o 0, q} for 
different q ~ L~. These hulls are bounded in c~ as c~* = Zl-projectum(o 0 is >to 
and 2:~-cof(o 0 -- o~ > to. This shows that C~ is unbounded in o~. To see that B~ is 
HI(L,~) it is enough to see that C,~ is: f l~ C~ iff 36 < fl Bq ~ Lt~ (271-Skolem hull 
of 6 LI {p(c0, q} in Lt~ = 2~rSkolem hull of t$ t3 {p(o0, q} in L~ is unbounded in 
fl). See Beller-Jensen-Welch [1, Corollary 6.31(b)]. In (2), (3) we have Z1- 
cof(v)/> tr as otherwise v is a <-limit: If 2~l-cof(v) < o~, then H~, collapses to L~, 
and the inverse of the collapse is Zl-elementary, cofinal for sufficiently large 
or' < o~. This gives unboundedly many v' < v. (b) is easy. 
Pages 26 (bottom)-27. e-names are introduced at the bottom of Page 26. If c is 
an or-condition, then as explained on Page 26, p(c)-Po is generic for a finitely- 
iterated forcing (where c=(po , . . . ) ) .  We must actually arrange mutual- 
genericity for arbitrary finite collections of c~-conditions. The type of mutual 
genericity that we have in mind is described on Page 26 when one is dealing with 
just two o~-conditions. As explained there we have a finite tree of iterations. An 
tr-name is just a condition in one of those iterations. Condition (c) says that 
(P l , . . .  ,Pi) is consistent with /~+1 being a thinning of G(po, ~1,P l ) ,  
• • . ,  (P~, Pi)) and P~+I belonging to qg~l. The last stage of the iteration associated 
to an oc-name ~ is qg(~') and the full iteration is ~*(~)= ~(~'(~<1))*---,  
~(~(~<n)) where length(~)= n.
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Finite trees of these iterations are described by ~(or, D), D • ~0(or) of Page 27. 
A ~(or, D)-generic will choose a coherent tree of generics for each iteration 
~*(0  for ~ • D. (By coherent we mean that the generic associated to ~1 extends 
that associated to ~0 if ~0<~1.) We restrict ourselves to or-names ~ with 
tr(0 < v(or) as the general case will be reduced to this case (this is partly reflected 
in (k) on Page 25). Then P(O, c an or-name, will be defined so that we obtain 
~(or, D)-genericity for each D • ~0(or) under the assignment at the bottom of 
Page 27. This is the type of mutual-genericity that we are looking for. 
The idea behind 'properness' is given on Page 34. The idea is simply that once 
p(~(<~i)) is defined a restriction is thereby imposed on the possible choices of 
~(~i + 1), due to the requirement that Pi+l • c¢~+.11, P~+I a thinning of p(?.(<-i)). 
Thus once p(?.(<~i)) is defined we say that ~(~<i + 1) is proper if the above 
conditions are met. 
Pages 28-33. These are the fine structure lemmas needed for the construction of 
supergeneric odes. The bulk of them deal with the relationship between the 
canonical D-sequence (at ordinals between y and y+) and the y+-morass that we 
have defined. These lemmas suffice to show that we have a morass with linear 
limits (as in Donder [4]). The need for these lemmas is in showing that the 
coherence conditions (i), (1), (m) on Pages 25, 26 are compatible with each other. 
The stationary set E is used in conjunction with ~ to establish genericity of 
finite sets of or-conditions over L,,(~), when v(or) is a <-successor, T~-successor 
(see Page 52). They are defined on Page 28. E is defined the way it is to avoid 
conflict with other cases of the construction; if or • E, then we are in Cases 2B(ii) 
or 2D(i) where either v(or)= or or v(or) is a <-limit. Also C~ is bounded in or. 
The latter is reminiscent of the construction of a y+-Souslin tree, where one uses 
a ~(E)-sequence for a stationary E such that or • E, or < fl----~ or is not a limit 
point of C a . 
Two important facts are mentioned in the proof of Lemma 1C.3: Sublemma 
1C.4 and the Fact on Page 29. The former clarifies the nature of the morass and 
the latter is the Sacks-Simpson lemma, which is important for showing that the 
requirements of ,~-genericity are met in the supergeneric codes construction. (See 
our remarks concerning Pages 25(bottom)-26(top)). Also note that verifying the 
third statement in 1C.3(a) makes key use of the requirement p(or')=p(or) in the 
definition (1) of ql' on Page 25. 
A remark concerning 1C.10(b): It is not true that if {~[~- iv} has no 
maximum, then I._J (or(~)[ ~-t v} = c~(v), in general. That is why we need the 
statement in parenthesis there. The above does hold for -iI' by Lemma 1C.3(a). 
Concerning Remark (3) on Page 34: Lemma 1C.9 is used to eliminate two 
potential cases; see top of Page 35. To illustrate the use of Lemma 1C.10, 
examine the third statement in Case 2C(iv) on Page 41. There we use the relation 
-~ to define P(O, c a proper or-name, in terms of p (~ ' )  for or'< or. Lemma 
1C.10(b) implies that if a(~)< v(or), then ~"~(°) will be an or(a)-name for 
sufficiently large tr -i v(or) and thus such a definition is possible. 
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Pages 34-44. Here is the supergeneric odes construction. As in the generic 
codes construction we define b,,, b,,o for o • W(v) by induction on oL(v), together 
with forcings ~,  X • I,~. ~x is of course much different his time and is obtained 
from the collection of p(~), t~ a proper a~-name, by thinning and adding certain 
'dummy' conditions. This is illustrated on Page 42. The definition of 'proper' must 
also be given inductively with the construction as it is influenced by choices that 
are made for p(~'). 
Our goal is to define the p(~')'s o that if D • ~0(a0 consists of proper a~-names, 
then the assignment ~~ g(~) described on Page 27 is ~(a~, D)-generic over L,,(~). 
This is the genericity lemma, Lemma 1C.13. The cases of the construction are 
determined by whether or not C~ is unbounded in a~ and by the nature of v(a 0 as 
a morass point. In most cases the necessary definitions of p(~') are obtained by 
'reflecting' to smaller levels, thereby defining p(~) in terms of p (~ ' )  for t r '<  a~. 
The important cases where direct action is taken to meet predense sets are when 
a~ • E or when v(tr) is a +successor. The notion of 'proper' and the definition of 
~:  are obtained also by 'reflection' in every case but the final one, Case 2D(iv). 
The very notion of m-name depends upon the definition of ~ ,  so the inductive 
definitions of p(c), ?. proper, qgYr, a~-name, by and b,,o for v • T,~ are all in fact 
being given simultaneously. There are cases in which we also need to assume 
some of the properties of the p (~)'s established later in Part C, in order to justify 
steps in the construction. But those properties are proved inductively and thus 
there is an inductive proof simultaneously of those properties and the fact that the 
construction is well-defined. 
Now we turn to remarks about specific cases of the construction. On Page 34 
we make mention of ~t3, the restriction of the it-name ~ to level ft. Note that for 
this to be a fl-name it must in particular be true that [Pi[ < fl for 1 ~< i ~< n. Also 
P/~+I is the same thinning of p(Pl3(<~i)) as was/~i+1 of p(~(<<-i)). Condition (i) 
referred to in Case 1A is the (i) from Page 25. 
In Case 1C(iii) recall that qy is defined on Page 24 and it is obvious that 
c(v(tr)) is proper in the sense expressed in Fact 1 on Page 44 (the same applies to 
c(v(tr))/~, fl • C~.) The other definitions in this case follow the prescriptions of 
(j), (k) from Page 25. The fact that (1) is obeyed follows by induction using the 
Note on the top of Page 33. It is an easy verification that a as defined there is an 
tr-name, using the fact that Po is a thinning ofp(c(v(o:))). As in all of Case 1, the 
fact that (~ • ]0(tr)--> ~t~ is a fl-name for sufficiently large fl • C,~) owes its truth to 
Lemma 1C.10(a). 
In Case 1C(iv), (k) from Page 25 must be verified. But this is not hard to do, 
using the fact that (1) is preserved. 
Now we discuss the cases where C~ is bounded in tr. It then follows that tr has 
cofinality to and in fact there is Hl(gt(a0)-cofinal function from to into tr 
(obtained by considering the Z1-Skolem hull of {p(a 0' q} in M(tr) where 
q = I._J C~). In fact we claim that there is a/-/l(M(a0) to-sequence tr0 < aq <. . .  
cofinal in c~ so that o e T,, N v(a~)--> a~i • {tr(O) [ O < a~} for sufficiently large i (see 
the last paragraph of Page 35): If M(tr) ~e M(v(tr)), then we can choose the a:i so 
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that ..~,/4 v(~) N a~ = cri, where H~ (~ = ~l-Skolem hull of ), U {p(v(cr))} in ~t(v(er)). 
Otherwise choose a Hl(~t(cr))-cofinal f o < fll <""  below p(cr) and choose the 
tri so that H~N a~= c~i, where H~'= 2:l-Skolem hull of yU (p(cr)} in L~,[A(cr)]. 
The existence of a sequence like the above is used repeatedly in Case 2. For 
example it is used in Case 2A(i) on Page 35 to assert that ~ an tr-name--~ '~ an 
erFname for sufficiently large j. 
Case 2A(i) also introduces the process of "extending along the o:j's", which 
needs some explanation. First suppose that ~ = (Po, (Pl, Pl)) so length(~) = 1. We 
want to define p(~) in terms of p(d) for er'-names d, er '< a~. The natural 
approach is to let j~, j~ ; . . ,  be those j so that ~'~J is an c%-name and define 
p (c )=U (p(cj;~)I m >~0} where ~j;~ is defined inductively as follows: cJ6 = ~J0, 
cj;~+l = (P~J-+~, (ql, ql)) where dom(ql) = Dom(pl), ql(k) -p(~j;~)(k) for k • 
Dom(q~), ~ thins p~;;~+~ asPl thins P0. Thus we successively extend Pl to longer 
and longer ql, using the definition of p(p~J;~+~, (ql, q~)) to define the next value 
for q~. Now this is essentially what is done when n = 1. The only difference is that 
we skip over j~ when defining the ~j; 's. This is done so as to guarantee that we are 
giving different definitions to p(~) and P((Po, (/51, ql))) where Dom(q l )= 
Dom(p) and ql(k)=p(~fo)(k ). By skipping over j~ we guarantee (inductively) 
that p(~'), P((Po, (/51, qx))) are defined as the unions of different sequences. (In 
fact the definition of p(~) uses j~, j~, j~- . .  and that of P((P0, (fi~, ql)))  uses 
.i~,j~,j'4, . . . .  ) Once p(~) is defined for length(~)= 1 we then apply the same 
procedure to define p(~) for length(~)=2. For example, if ~(~1) used 
J~, 12," 13," • • •, then ~(~2) uses j~, j~, j~, . . .  and the definitions of ~(~l) j~ for 
m :~ 1. In Case 2A(i), as in other cases, Y, denotes Dom(p,) when defining 
P(Po, (/5~, p~) , . . . ,  (/5,, p,)). 
Care is taken as above to facilitate the Canonical Names Lemma 1C.11 on Page 
46, which is needed to obtain the proper a~-name giving rise to a given 
tr-condition. 
Note one more thing about Case 2A(i): we defined or0- sup(C~) and in case 
is an a~-name such that ~0 is an Cro-name, ~ is proper iff ~°  is proper and p(~) 
extends p(~0). This is needed to verify that property (i) on Page 25 is being 
preserved. In other cases we may have cr0>sup(C~) but will at least have 
C~0 = C~ in that event, which will allow us to inductively verify (i). 
In case 2A(iii) we deal with ,~-genericity. As in the proof of ~ ,  we choose the 
least counterexample to 2~-genericity (the pair (D, e)) and meet it. So we are 
concerned with a predense ~(W*) on b~(c~, D) where D • ~o(a 0 and W* is a 
typical persistent 2:l(L~(~))-subset of ~(a~, D) x or. We only consider D so that 
• D---~ ~° is an c~0-name so that we can 'go through' level a:0 when defining 
p(~), thereby preserving properties (i), (m). When meeting ~(W*) we actually 
require the stronger condition of meeting ~'(W*),  in order to carry out reflection 
of that property from Lv(~) to a larger L,,, v(te) ql v. See Page 51. 
The definition of p(6) is made in Case 2A(iii) so as to guarantee that ~ ' (W*) i s  
met (if that is at all possible). Note that it is possible for 6 ~ D to satisfy 
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~(<~m) • D for some m; in this case ~(~<m) must be extended first before defining 
p(~) by extending along the a:Ts. If ~(~<1) ~ D, then there is still the worry that 
we may define p(~)=p(~' )  where ~'(<~m)•D for some m. To avoid this we 
J 
introduce the special coding of ~ on Page 37. (Again we are concerned with 
Lemma 1C.11.) 
Case 2B(ii) is concerned with regular genericity (as opposed to 27-genericity). 
We must consider ~(a:, D) for D • ~(a:) - ~0(o<), as when reflecting from fl > tr 
to tr • E (for the purpose of showing genericity over Lv(#)) we may reflect a finite 
subset of Jo(fl) to such a D. 
The ~(E)-sequence is then used to code a predense set (on some ~(a:, D)) 
belonging to Lt)(~ ). The condition that to a divide fl(a:) where d = Card(D) may 
look very strange, but is explained as follows: In the process of defining the p(~)' 
so that 5e • La(o, ) is met, we will need to use the (<a:)-distributivity and'(<te)-c.c. 
of the forcing ~(c~, D*) for Card(D*)<Card(D),  over Lt~(~ ). We will then 
eventually be able to show that ~(a~, D) is (<tr)-distributive, (<tr)-c.c. in Lt~(o< ) if 
in fact to d÷l divides fl(te), by use of a reflection argument from a: to smaller c~' 
where to d divides fl(tr'). Thus to establish the desired properties of a given 
~(m, D) we must reflect d = Card(D) times from tr to smaller a:', fl((r') a limit 
ordinal. Doing this requires that to a÷l divides fl(tr). 
The stability property of the a:i's is needed so that when defining p(~)= 
(--J {P(C;=) I m >/0} in such a way that the p(~j.)'s meet certain dense sets, we can 
use the te~'s to control the level of constructibility of the p(~;.)'s (more precisely, 
~j. should be an a:jm-name where /0,11, j2 , . . -  are those j so that ~=J is an 
ctfname). 
Next we define p(~) for ~ ~ D'  of length 1. Recall that ~(a:, D) can be viewed 
as a tree of iterations c~.(~), ~ • D. Note a major difference between the case at 
hand and Case 2A(iii) which dealt with 27-genericity: In the latter case we are 
only concerned with making sure that p(~) for ~ e D is defined so as to guarantee 
that the assignment ~~->p(~) meets the appropriate dense set. In the present case 
we have to make sure that any assignment ~~-->p(~) extending some f • ~(a~, D) 
meets S/'; in other words, as in the construction of a ~,÷-Souslin tree we want to 
prevent he predense set S/' from 'growing' when extending to higher levels. The 
reason for this difference is that in 2A(iii) we have the relation -tl along with 
p(~)'s cohere; here we have no such relation. 
This is why we need to consider a~-names in D'_~ D. Suppose then that 
= (P0, ~1, P~))e D'  is of length 1. Then when defining p(~) we must concern 
ourselves with all a • D such that Pl • cg*(a). For example, if D = {d} is just a 
singleton, length(d)= 1 and p~ • ~¢*(d), then we want to define p(~) so as to 
extend a p~ • :£*(t/) so that {(d, p~)} • ~. If D is larger we want to consider each 
d, • D of length 1 so that pz • cg.(~) and define p(~) so as to guarantee that it 
extend p~,, • cg*(a~) so that {(tt,, P~.t)} reduces the problem of meeting 6e~ to one 
of meeting a maximal antichain M, on ~(a:, D~-{d~}). Thus we are only 
concerned with fit = restriction of 5e to Dr, where D, = D without the proper 
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extensions of at (this suffices as we can assume that f r Dte~--->f~DtlF 
GI (D-Dt )  meets 5ecto,, G=gener ic  for ~(or, D)--~(or, Dt)*~(or, D -  
Dr)Or°'). And to handle ~ we write ~(or, Dr) as a product ~(or, {at})x 
~(or, 19, - {at}) and choose {(a, p~.,)} =f ;  so that f;  I~-G t (Dr - {at}) meets 5e~;, 
G = generic for ~(or, Dr) "- ~(0r, { at }) x ~(or, Dt - { at }). 
After choosing f ;  as above for a fixed t, we see that in fact we can handle all t 
successively, thus obtaining a single f ' .  It is this type o f f '  that must be extended 
when defining p(~). Note that in obtaining f ;  we had to assume (<or)- 
distributivity for ~(or, {at}) and (<or)-c.c. for ~(or, Dt-{at}). This is an 
inductive use of Lemma 1C.13, applied to sets {at}, Dt-  {at} of smaller 
cardinality than D. (If card(D)= 1, then we don't need Lemma 1C.13.) The 
construction of p(~) is now straightforwardly obtained by extending along the orj's 
but stopping to extend anf'  as above. The stability of the orj's is used to guide the 
construction. 
In case length(e) > 1 the construction complexities due to the fact that we must 
treat the ~*(at) as iterations, but the basic idea is the same. 
We now discuss Case 2D(iv). This is the case where the true nature of ~x as 
well as the notion of 'proper' are revealed. The definition of ~ proceeds as 
expected on Page 42, but there are two points worth mentioning. In clause (i) we 
require that/~(i) ~_ ¢?(y) as when we use these codes to define R s this aids in 
showing that when conditions are extended, they may in fact be required to avoid 
certain codes. In clause (iii) we require the tight definability restriction "p '  is 
zit(M(r/))" for the same reason, as this type of definability is necessary for strings 
s ~ S~,. Recall in (iii) that T~ = {p.r. closed v [ L,, P ~' is the largest cardinal}. 
Then we take steps analogous to Case 2A(iii) to deal with 2?-genericity. There 
are some differences though. Note that if or e U(~,) is admissible, then C~ is 
unbounded in or (it is not true that v(or) admissible, or < v(or)---> C~ unbounded in 
or; we only get C,,(, o unbounded in v(or)). Thus we can use the set Co~ to guide 
the construction of a ~.7-generic p(~). Our requirements are now indexed in 
ordertype y. If or is L,~-regular then H~-cof(or) = ], and given a requirement indexed 
by ~ < ], we can find a stage 60 e C~, by which requirements of higher priority have 
ceased to act. If 6 is the next element of C, then requirement ~is either not alive 
at stage 6 or acted at unboundedly many stages below 6. In the former case ~ is 
permanently satisfied using the stability of 6 following from 6 = sup[or A (27~- 
Skolem hull of {p(or), 60} in M(or))]. Otherwise there is a least 3 e C,,, 3 > 6 at 
which the former property will hold. 
In the construction of Case 2D(iv) we are at a stage or much like the di in the 
above description. Thus (D, e) is alive if either the requirements (D~, e~) coded 
by ~ '< ~ are alive cofinally in max C~ or (D, e) acted cofinally in max C~,. Then 
action is taken for the least alive (D, e) at stage or. 
The above is discussed in greater detail on Page 51 of the proof of the 
Genericity Lemma. If ~, is L,,-singular, the basic idea is the same but ~, must be 
approximated by a cofinal sequence (Y i I i  < r )  where r = L,-cof(y). 
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On Page 43 we define p(f), f is proper for this case. The definition of "f  is 
proper" when length(f)> 1 is the first time when this is not defined in terms of 
the properness of a~'-names, a~' < t~. When length(f) = 1 we extend f to level fl' 
first in order' to preserve property (m) and then finally directly construct an 
extension to level a~ obeying (i)-(iii) on Page 42. Also if f e D, then we make 
sure that we 'go through' f ' ( f ) .  
If length(f) = k + 1 > 1, then inductively we know p(f(<-k)). Again we extend 
through level fl' and then to a~, if f l '=  fl (also going through f'(f(<-m)) if 
f(<--m) e D). But if fl' < fl we must find a way of extending c(<-k + 1) from fl' to 
fl; by induction we have extended f(-.-<k) to level tr in defining p(f(<-k)). We 
need to construe p(f(<.k) ~ as p(a0) for a fl-name d0 so that we can replace the 
first k coordinates of our extension of f(<---k + 1) to level fl' with do. This is a 
consequence of Fact 4 on Page 45. This technique is used a second time in the 
case where ft~ is not a fl-name, that is, when IY~I=/~ where f= 
(~, (~1, Pl), • • . ,  ~ , ,  P,)) and Y1 = Dom(p~)= T~. 
Lastly on Page 44 we associate a proper a~-name f to each a~-condition c in the 
obvious way. Then as we have said earlier ~x is obtained by closing {p(c) I c an 
re-condition for some re} under thinning and the trivial operation on Page 42, and 
then taking all resulting conditions with domain X. We can get rid of the 
conditions which arise from the trivial operation by passing to ~¢~, as defined on 
Page 44. 
Pages 44-56. This is the verification of properties (a)-(m) of the supergeneric 
codes. The main fact is the Genericity Lemma 1C. 13 which is needed to verify the 
key property (h) on Page 25, a slightly modified version of Lemma 1B.12. (It is 
Lemma 1B.12, or actually the lack of it, that motivated the study of supergeneric 
codes.) 
Facts 1-6 are easily verified. 
Fact 6 is very useful and is verified by a close examination of the different cases 
of the construction. In particular this Fact follows when p(f)  is defined by 
"extending along the m/s". Fact 6 certainly is not true without the hypothesis that 
fa is a fl-name; indeed p( f )a  could fail to belong to ~. ,  X= Dom(p(f)). Of 
course Fact 4 does guarantee that at the very least if fl > IX(f)l, then p(f)a if of 
the form p(a)  for some proper fl-name d, or a thinning of a 'trivial modification' 
(as on Page 25) of such a condition. Fact 7 is clear. 
We come now to the Canonical a~-Names Lemma. Both Fact 6 and this lemma 
are needed to establish property (h) and the Genericity I.emma. Note that as 
indicated in property (k), if o ( f )= v(a0 is a <-successor, then there is another 
it-name a such that p ( f )=p(a) .  Lemma 1C.11 says that this is the only 
ambiguity concerning the choice of an a~-name f such that p (f) has a given value. 
In fact, if p ( f )=p(d) ,  then f, a must be equal or related by property (k). By 
considering canonical a~-names we get genuine uniqueness. 
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Another version of Canonical c~-Names i  stated at the beginning of the proof 
of 1C.11; it is that version that is established. We must show the statement made 
in the second paragraph of the proof. The basic idea is that when defining p(e) 
we either "extended along the cr/s" or replaced ~ by an c~-name a into which 
was coded and "extended along the cr/s" or we used a minor variant of this when 
we needed to meet some predense sets (if Co, is bounded in a~; otherwise we use 
coherence along Co,). It is important hat we "skipped the second ocj" to verify 
the present lemma. Another point worth mentioning is that we also need the fact 
that if b ~ Range(p(~)), ~ a proper tr-name and b ~ {by Iv ~ To,}, then b r fl 
{by lye  T,} for sufficiently large Be U(y)No:. The reason is that p(6)n t XI 
belongs to ~.~) rx0 where X0 = {i e Dom(p(~)) lp(~)(i) = b~ for some v e To,}, 
X1 = Dom(p(~)) -X0 .  Thus the result follows from the definition of ~ff(~) r x0 
We come now to the Genericity Lemma. We are primarily interested in the 
first conclusion of the lemma, but for the purpose of an inductive argument must 
also consider o:-names ~ eY(tr)-]0(cr). If Co, is unbounded in tr, we obtain 
genericity over L~(o,) by a reflection argument, using Fact 6. Note that if v(cr) is a 
<-limit, then ~ an a~-name--->~ t~ a fl-name for arbitrarily large f le  {a:(o) [ o< 
v(c~)}; otherwise we need only consider tr-names in ]0(a O. Another reflection 
argument reduces the problem of X-genericity to the cases where v(o 0 is a 
ql-limit. In these cases we use the fact that action was taken during the 
construction to meet the appropriate dense sets ~(W~). Actually when v(c~)> tr 
we must meet the smaller ~'(W~) to apply a persistence argument. We also 
heavily use the fact that/-/1-cof(v(a~)) " -  re. If v(a 0 = a~, then there are two cases, 
depending upon whether or not y is Lo,-regular, if not we must use a canonical 
approximation to ~, of length Lo,-cof(y). 
When Co, is bounded in tr, reflection again reduces the number of cases 
considerably; now we need only consider the cases where v(a0 is minimal or a 
successor in both relations < and (< t p.r. closed ordinals). The typical case is 
v(a 0 a <-successor, To,-successor. It is to handle this case that we introduced 
O(E)  and did what we did in Case 2B(ii) of the construction. Thus we can reflect 
the problem of genericity over L~(o,) for ~(tr, D) to one of genericity over Lt3(~ ) 
for ~(&/5)  for an appropriate &e{ol(o)[o<T~-predecessor to v(tr)} and 
/5 e ~(&). By the construction of Case 2B(ii) we can obtain the latter genericity. 
Actually the present lemma and the fact that Case 2B(ii) succeeds are being 
established by a simultaneous induction. 
An important point was not mentioned in the final assertion of the proof: to 
verify that ~(tr, D) has the (<a0-c.c.  in L#(, 0 we need to know that 
f e ~(o:, D)--.f <<- some f '  ~ 5e, f ' (~) e La for all ~ ~ D, as stated. Now actually 
the construction of Case 2B(ii) can be seen to show that this is the case if 
f ' (~) = (p~, . . . ,  p,,) e ~*(g) where [p~[ >t ),---~p~ =p(g'(<~i)) r Dom(p~) for some 
~'e  D'  (for any ~ e D, D'  is defined in Case 2B(ii)). Thus we only handled f '  
with this special property in Case 2B(ii). However thanks to our definition of ~¢r 
we know that p~(j)a is not of the form b~, v e T~ for any fle U(y), fl > [Dom(pi)[ 
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so in fact p~ is either of the above form or is obtained from such a p~ by applying 
the operation from Page 25. In the latter case we see that #6 is predense where 
#6 - (f If( ) ~ L6 for ~ e D} closed under the above operation (where the 
fli's are less th~in 6). So assuming that 5P is so closed we obtain that 6~6 ~ 6e is 
predense and #6 has Lt3(~)-cardinality less than tr. So ~(a~, D) has the (<a0-c.c. 
in L~(~). 
Property (h) is established in Lemma 1C.14. The important Fact is needed to 
justify the genericity claims made there. The problem is that the definition of 
~(a~, D) is based on that of a~-name which in turn refers to ~:11, not c~1 (see 
(c) on Page 27). Thus all the genericity claims should refer to partial orderings qg~, 
as opposed to ~vr. The missing fact states that the two notions of genericity are 
the same. (We could have changed ~, ' s  definition to get rid of this problem, but 
that would negate the claims made in the preceding paragraph.) 
The proof of Lemma 1C.14 proceeds by examining the canonical a:-name t/ 
such that p tA t7 is a thinning of a (but not of tT(<~n - 1), length(d) = n. Assuming 
first that /~ U~ =p(d)  (that is, p t.J~ is the trivial thinning of p(d) we can 
use induction if Range(p t.J~)~ Y~ is disjoint from Range(p), where last 
component(t/) = (ft,, p~) and I1, = Dom(p,), together with the Genericity of 
P (-J (t ~ Yn over L~(,O( p, p U t~ ~ (X t.J ~"-  Y,)). Otherwise we write # U t 7 r Y,, as 
iteration ~ U # ~ Yn) * (fi U # I Y~ - o) where tr = min(Dom(tT) ) and use the 
genericity of this iteration. We must induct on a~ if tr(p) = v(tr); the idea there is 
to reduce to the case of v(a 0 a T~-successor. 
Finally, if p U ~ is a nontrivial thinning of p(d), then we argue as we attempted 
to in Lemma lB.11. We now succeed thanks to the Genericity Lemma. 
Lemmas 1C.15, 1C.16 are really corollaries to the above proof. They state what 
we have already proved but for the case of X0(P tA ~) ~ .~. The proofs are easy 
modifications of that of Lemma 1C. 14. 
This completes our discussion of supergenericity. On Page 56 the construction 
is relativized. We need this as the requirement hat G(P) for p e cgx, be 
Z-generic over (L~(, 0, s r v(a0} forces b, to depend on s, and not just on Isl. 
However the strict definability condition that s must obey implies that b, obeys a 
definability condition depending only on a~(s)= the tr such that s e S~:b, is 
Part D 
Pages 56-59. We come now to defining the building block R s, s e Sat using the 
supergeneric codes. Essentially R s is the natural almost disjoint coding of s by a 
subset of y+ using conditions (t, t) where t e Sat and t is a y-sized collection of 
'codes'. However for the purposes of extendibility we must restrict t to not be 
'too large' relative to t. This is the content of clause (ii) on the top of Page 57. 
The basic idea is that we want t to have size y not only in L~,~ but also that for 
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certain s' e So,,, Itl < < y+, r = {b ~ a '  I b e t} should have size y in Lug. 
This is so that we can extend t to a generic t' = t; U s', avoiding [._J {S(b) I b e t}. 
Note in (ii) that ~ < Isl s r bs r L.0. 
Now to analyze the forcing R s, in particular to show extendibility for it, we 
must consider miniaturized versions of the forcing at levels below y+. Thus we 
need to define R ~ for all s e S~, cre o//(y) even when a is not of the form (y+)Lo, 
f le  Adm. The reason is that in proving extendibility we need to build R~-generics 
and these are obtained by piecing together R~'-generics for s 'e  S~,, a '<  a:(s). 
Even if R ~ is defined via the definition on Page 57 (i.e., tr(s) = (y+)L ,  for some 
fl e Adm),  it does not follow that the R ~' are so defined. For example we will be 
led to consider R s' where s' is a <-successor in the quasi-morass. 
The more general S~'s and RS's are defined on Pages 57-58. There should be 
no surprises here: we define S~ like S~,+ but only consider strings s which are not 
'too long' and see that a: is not a cardinal. And clause (ii) is modified so as to 
require that t is 'covered' by Range(:t°~) for some 1: ~ T~, not necessarily ~ =/z °. 
The reason is that/z ° may fail to be a <-limit, in which case the requirement that 
1: =/z ° is too restrictive. Also if in addition v(c 0 is the T~-successor to /z~,, 
s' = the So,-predecessor to s (if it exists), we need to include 1: with Range(:ro~) in 
case • =/us,. 
Next comes the statement of extendibility for R ~. The need for considering 
finite sets of compatible a~, s-strings is explained on Page 59. Labeled tr, s-strings 
are really very simple objects; in fact, if (p, g) is such, then g is almost equal to 
I,_J Dom(p).  The problem is that in case X = X(~<g ') and so X has an c_-maximal 
element g', we want to also 'label' g' itself with either a 0 or a 1. So g equals 
either I,_JX (X = Dom(p))  or ([,_JX)*0 or ([,.,JX)* 1. This comes up when we 
want to build an R~-generic, v(tr) a T,,-successor and a <-successor, where 
c~(s) = c~ and Isl = + 1, the T~-successor to/ue. In that case we build the 
desired generic out of R~-generics, g< s I ~ but we also need to avoid b~ t e, in 
case s (~)= 1. This requires that we consider the labeled a~, s-strings (p, g* 1), 
g < s ~ ~ and p(u)  = b ,w,  ), at = ~ r ~. 
Compatibility of two strings (p~,ga), (p2, s2) requires much more than 
Range(p1, g~), Range(p2, s2) agree on Range(p0 N Range(p2). It is clear that 
extendibility requires this to be true not only at level tr but at all levels 7/between 
IXl and te as well. 
Pages 59-67. Here is the extendibility proof for R s. 
The proof of 1D.2(b) from 1D.2(a) is essentially straightforward (as in Lemma 
1B.9) but some care must be taken to check that if g is RS-generic where fl* = Isl 
is recursively inaccessible, then in fact g U s is ~{*-27-generic,over L0.. Now ~{* 
is just ~* ,  ~ where a~(s)= (y+)Lr = ft. (This fact is not actually revealed until 
the definition of ~{ is given later in Section 1.) We need the 2?-generic Product 
Lemma on Page 60 to reduce this to the ~-genericity of s (which is a consequence 
of the definition of S 0) and the 2?-genericity of g. The Remark on Page 6 ~ays that 
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it is enough for g to meet predense ~(T)  where T is A1; then f l*> v(fl)---> 
T e La.[s] = Lij. by admissibility, and the fact that R s has the (~<fl)-c.c. in La.[s] 
yields that g meets ~(T) ,  as g is RS-generic over Lv(t3)[s r v(fl)]. If fl* = v(fl), 
J . . 
then the Z-genenclty of g follows from property (a). Notice that we are in fact 
using a lot about the forcing ~*  here (such as its (--<fl)-distributivity to argue that 
s preserves cardinals), all of which is assumed by induction. 
In the Z-generic product lemma the hypothesis of 27-c.c. for the forcing Q 
really means the following: There are a 2?l-relation P and a Zl-function f such 
that e(x)--> x is predense and W/predense --->f(i) ~_ Wi, e f t ( i ) )  (where W/= the 
2?l-set with index i). Thig ~ is needed to justify the claim in the proof that (i) can be 
expressed as a HoZl-sentence. 
We now come to cases in the proof of (a) when a~ is a U(y)-limit. First if Ca, is 
unbounded in tr, we use it to guide the construction of the desired R'-generic out 
of RS'-generics tj for si e Sa,,, cl~ i E Ca,. The idea is to let s i --soff[i where 
:ri'v(oli) < v(0c) and then at stage i + 1, when choosing an R~'÷l-generic extend- 
ing ti, avoid the labeled a~i÷l, si+l-string given by :ri.L+l = :r~-11°:ri • This guar- 
antees that at limit stages Z, tx = [._J {ti [ i < Z} will in fact generically code sx. An 
important lemma states that the above a~i+l,S~+l-string is compatible with 
(p~,÷l, u) for (p, u )e  F; this is important as we want to use induction to argue 
that we can also avoid F. 
Note that in this case (as in all other cases) the required definability property of 
the desired R~-generic g (namely that g is A~'(~(00) ) follows from the facts that 
the construction is guided by C" and that AI(M(tr)) _~ A~'(~t(c~)). 
When Ca, is bounded in c~ and v(a~) is not a T~-successor (or Ta,-minimal) then 
we proceed analogously to the corresponding cases of Lemma lB.9, using the 
above ideas. As in Lemma lB.9, if v(a0 = fl(a0 is a Ta,-successor, we must take 
direct action to meet predense sets. If F = 0 (and the T~-predecessor f v(tr) is 
not a Ta,-limit), then we can proceed as in lB.9 by first establishing (<a 0- 
distributivity and then meeting the necessary predense sets in to steps using C"  
However, if F :/: 0, we need to know that we can still meet predense sets if we 
insist on avoiding F. This is the content of Sublemma 1D.3. This is an important 
use of supergenericity. The argument is entirely analogous to that used by Jensen 
to show that generic codes imply that s ~_ t---> any Rt-generic is also R'-generic. 
Note that it is important hat we put 'dummy' conditions into ~x, for the purpose 
of constructing r*. And the special definition of S(b) is used to know that 
r I~- (t*, ~*) avoid I...J {Range(G(~p), u) [ (p, u) • F}. 
Finally if v(a~) is recursively inaccessible, we need to modify the above using 
2"-distributivity instead of ordinary distributivity. When v(a~)> a~, it is also 
necessary to check that the 2"-genericity of s implies not only that v(tr) is 
s-admissible, but that v(tr) nonprojectible ---> v(te) nonprojectible relative to s. 
Pages 67-69. Part D concludes with some other key properties of the R s 
forcings. Distributivity was established as part of extendibility in Lemma 1D.2. 
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The genericity property is needed as in Jensen [7] to show that an Rt-generic is 
also R~-generic when s ~_ t belong to S. This is a part of the Genericity Lemma 
1A.3. Its proof is much like that of Sublemma 1D.3. The chain condition for R ~ is 
straightforward given the following fact: if (Ul, Ul) and (u2, u2) are incompatible 
elements of R s, then ux 4= u2. This is not trivial as (Ul, t~l t3 t~2) may in fact not be 
an allowable condition in R s. Instead we must extend u~ to u~ so that (u~, t~l t3 ~2) 
is a condition, in such a way that t~ -/ l l  avoids S(b) for b e t~ t,I t~2. The latter is 
possible by Lemma 1D.2(b). 
Finally the A1-Definability of Ik for R ~ follows from the effective ~-c.c. stated 
in Lemma 1D.6. In fact the proof shows that it is generally true that if there is an 
effective procedure for taking a condition p and 2~-sequence (~1 i  < 6) of 
predense classes on P _ L,,, di < or, and producing q <~ p and (di ] i < 6 ) e L,~ so 
that each d~ c_ ~ is predense below q, then the forcing relation for P, restricted to 
ranked sentences, is Zal(L~) (assuming (P, ~<) is AI(L~)). 
Part E 
Pages 69-74. The limit coding of Jensen [7] is used here, with one major 
modification: we build in predensity reduction. This is described on Page 70. We 
require that conditions in ~ - ~<s reduce all predense ~ on ~<s which belong to 
L~s[s* ]. We need this for the genericity property, Lemma 1E.6. In Jensen coding 
it was not necessary to arrange ~<'-genericity, as it is unnecessary for cardinal 
preservation. But in the present context we must guarantee genericity for ~a for 
every f le  Recursively Inaccessibles to get admissibility preservation, even when 
fle (x, x+), x a limit cardinal. The forcing ~t3 factors as ~,  ~c  and we are 
therefore led to consider ~<~ when s:[r, (r+)L~)---~2 is ~-generic.  As with R ~ 
predensity reduction will insure the chain property as well as the Al-definability 
of forcing. 
Notice that when/z °< v, we are dealing only with the set-forcing ~<s e L~,,[s*]. 
When /z ° = vs we have class forcing and therefore need some extra restraint on 
the forcing to guarantee the Al-definability of the forcing relation. That is the 
purpose of Lemma 1E.4 and the resulting requirement at the bottom of Page 72. 
The Distributivity Lemma 1E.5 is stated only for recursively inaccessible vs, 
though it does hold in general. We do not need to say anything about 
~-distributivity, thanks to the 2~-r+-c.c. of Lemma 1E.7. There are actually two 
reasons therefore for admissibility preservation at recursively inaccessible r,  
r = greatest r-cardinal a limit r-cardinal: one is the chain condition for ~<', s a 
~-generic;  the other is that 'diagonal' distributivity as in Theorem 3.2 of 
Beller-Jensen-Welch [1] can be used. However the chain condition is a 
consequence of the restraint used to guarantee the crucial A~ definability of 
forcing. 
The Genericity Property will also hold for predense ~(T) ,  T~,l(L,,s[s*]) when 
v~ is recursively inaccessible. (See (3)(a) on Page 74.) 
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Part F 
Pages 74-75. Here at last is the definition of ~ .  Actually both ~ for s e S~, 
y < x in ti-Ca~d must be defined via a simultaneous inductive definition with ~ '  
for ti' e Adm n ti, ), e ti'-Card. The reason is of course that even the definition of 
S~ depends upon knowing the forcings ~ ' ,  t i ' •  Adm n (x, (x+)La). Conversely 
~ '  is defined in terms of ~ '  for s' e S~, ti' ~< fl and ), < r '  in ti'-Card. The most 
interesting feature of ~ 's  definition is the notion of extension, as described in (d) 
on Page 74. Notice that if p, q • ~,  then Dom(p), Dora(q) are ___-comparable or 
for some adjacent pair (),',),") in Dom(q), Dom(p) ~_ (Dom(q) O ),) U [),', ),") or 
for some adjacent pair (~',),") in Dom(p), Dom(q)~_ (Dom(p)n 7') u [y', ),"). 
The point is that p, q may have domains included in tip-Card, tiq-Card where 
tip* tiq. 
On Pages 74-75 we list the defining properties for conditions in ~.  Property 
(1) (Smoothness) is something which occurs frequently in Beller-Jensen-Welch 
[1]; we choose to build it into the definition of condition (something which could 
have been done with little extra cost in Jensen coding). Smoothness i important 
when extending conditions. Property (3) (Predensity Reduction) was discussed in 
Part E. Notice that we also consider predense ~(T)  in the second part of (a), for 
the purpose of guaranteeing Z-genericity over ~<~ when % is recursively 
inaccessible. As discussed in Part E, (b) is needed to get the Al-definability of the 
forcing relation when % = ~o is recursively inaccessible. Property (5) (Code 
Thinning) is a very effective form of (ii) in the definition of ~ on Page 44 of 
Beller-Jensen-Welch [1]; we need the effectiveness to carry out our extendibility 
proof at inaccessibles. 
Property (6) (Growth Condition) is a severe restriction on the behavior of the 
sequence ([p~l[ 6 e Dom(p)). We need it due to the nature of our proof of 
extendibility of singulars. That proof is a 'fine-structure induction' where at a 
given stage we extend a condition p •Z, (Ln) -Z ,_~(Ln)  to a condition q • 
Z.+~(Ln)- Zn(Ln). To do this we need very tight control over the 'growth rate' 
of (ip6[ [ 6 • Dom(p)), as described in Property (6). 
The Restriction Property (7) is clearly painless as it is preserved when doing 
any kind of extendibility argument in which p such that [Pl = limit 3, is obtained as 
the union of IP~[ = t~, U a~ = 3.. It is convenient as an easy way of seeing for 
example that the Predensity reduction property holds in the stronger form 
described on Page 75. 
Page 75-78. This reduces the proof of our Theorem to two lemmas 
extendibility and distributivity. Some care is needed in the proof of Lemma 1A.1 
due to the fact that R s as defined lacks greatest lower bounds (a better approach 
would be to change R s to consist of finite unions of compatible conditions from 
the current R~). We describe how the ~-generics are determined by subsets of 
(x+) ~~ in the proof of Lemma 1A.2 (the 'decoding process'). Factoring and the 
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Genericity properties follow directly from the groundwork laid in Parts D, E, as 
does the A1-Definability of forcing. 
Thus it remains only to establish Extendibility and Distributivity by a 
simultaneous induction ~ the goal of Section Two. 
SECTION TWO 
Part A 
Pages 79-82. This introduction describes the basic approach to showing 
extendibility and distributivity for ~ ,  ~s ,  respectively, via a double induction. 
Actually we have a triple induction if we include the density of the 27's. The 
proof of distributivity using the 2?Pg'S and extendibility is basically like Jensen's; 
meeting 27~'s guarantees that we have 'genericity of the collapse' at limit stages. 
The same applies to the proof of density of the ,~'s  using extendibility. However 
we are going to need a different argument for extendibility using distributivity; we 
use a 'fine-structure induction' as mentioned in our discussion of Section 1, Part 
E. A condition is extended very slowly using a scale of functions on x, for limit 
cardinals x which look singular. This argument requires the Growth Condition on 
and its is that condition which somewhat complicates the statements of our 
basic Lemmas 2A.1 and 2A.2. 
When defining the ~ 's  we need only discuss the forcings R~'* ÷ as predensity 
reduction has been built into our definition of condition at limit cardinals. It is 
necessary to build in predensity reduction not only for the reasons mentioned in 
Part E of Section 1 but also to have sufficiently much 'genericity of the collapse' 
at limit stages in the proof of distributivity (in the proof of Lemma 2A.2 - -p  ~ is 
~-gener ic  over Lt~6). 
Lemma 2A.1 establishes ~'~-density assuming extendibility. The proof is 
straightforward as in Jensen [7], though a little care is needed so as to not violate 
the Growth Condition. 
Lemma 2A.2 indicates how the 2P's can be used to build transfinite sequences 
of increasingly strong conditions. In this case we are constructing p ~ 271(Ln) -Ln  
by taking the 'union' of conditions Pi~ Ln. It is clear how this can be useful in a 
distributivity argument for we can obtain p meeting predense sets (D/] i < Z) in 
Ln by additionally requiting that P~+I meet D~. 
The main thing to check in the proof of Lemma 2A.2 is the genericity of 
p~ = I,_J {p/~ I i < ~.}. This is the key argument that Jensen uses in his distributivity 
proof, using the fact that the 27~j have been met to 'chase down' any given 
predense set. Here we obtain a stronger version of genericity than he does, due to 
the built-in Predensity reduction. 
Note that the definition of p~ depends upon whether or not 6 ~ H6; if 6 ~ H~, 
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then we must consider the 'gap' (6, ~) where y =min(H6 N (6, r]) and set 
-1  p~ = :r~,(p~,). 
Checking that p is a condition is straightforward. Predensity Reduction for p is 
easily reduced to that for Pi, i < 3. and the Growth Condition obtains as the 
sequence (~i [ i  <Z) is ZI(Ln). 
Part B 
Pages 82-86. In this part we show how to extend p • ~,  Ipl- to q • ~,  
Iql = ~ + 1. There are two subcases, according to whether or not x is regular in 
L~,e. If so, then our proof is very close to Jensen's. Thus in that subcase we 
successively extend p to ql/> q2 ~>" • • so that qn • L~,~+I - L~,~ and obtain q as the 
'union' of the qn's. The only major difference is that we must in fact require 
q,,+l • Zq~ for an appropriate g,, in order to arrange the necessary genericity 
properties for q. So Lemmas 2A.1 and 2A.2 are used here to carry this out. 
The more interesting subcase is where x is singular in L~,~. The main thing to 
show here is that the hypothesis of Lemma 2A.1 can be met; we need 
extendibility for ~<s = ~t where t = s t 5. This is accomplished in two stages. In 
the first stage a given p • ~t is extended to q • ~ so that q • ~,k(Ln) -- Z,k-I(L, 7) 
and x is ~,i(L,~) singular. In the second stage we then show that q can be 
extended arbitrarily. 
The first stage is really just a modification of the argument used in the first 
subcase. Indeed we are dealing with a regular x here. 
The second stage involves some new ideas. We show by a 'fine-structure 
induction' that we can extend p (so that p $ Z~_I(Lo) where x is 27~(L0)-singular ) 
to a q so that the growth function of q, 6 ~-> Iq6l dominates any of the canonical 
growth functions 6 ~ H~ f3 d) +, H~ = Zk-Skolem hull of 6 LI {x, x} in L, 7, on an 
appropriate CUB C ~_ x. The induction is on the pair (r/, k). We could have made 
a canonical choice of the parameter x above and thereby obtained a scale of 
functions 6 ~H~ (k" '~) tq 6. We are showing inductively that we can extend to a 
condition whose growth function dominates any given element of this canonical 
scale. 
If k = 1, then if r />f /  (where p •27~(L0) ) we essentially obtain q by 
successively extending p to ql >~q2 ~>''" so that the growth function of q~+l 
dominates the element of the canonical scale corresponding to (rh, 1) where 
7 /0<rh<-"  approximates 17 (assuming r/ is a limit). If r /= f/, then the 
approximation is the same except we restrict ourselves to keeping qi equal to p 
above x~, where x0 < xl <"  • • approximates x.
The heart of this subcase is when k > 1. The key idea is to write the Zk-Skolem 
hull of 6 '<  x in L,~ as the union of the Zk-Skolem hulls of 6' in HI,  where 
HI  =Zk_rSkolem hull of 6 t3 {x, x} in L, 7. This allows us to extend to the 
(r/, k)th element of the scale by successively extending to the (r/, k)th element of 
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the scale according to H~,, where ro < r~ <. . -  approximates r and p already 
dominates the (r/, k - 1)st element of the scale on the r /s .  
Finishing off extendibility in this subcase is now easy. In fact we can take our 
given p e ~ and extend it to q' so that the growth function for q' dominates 
6 ~-~ H~ where H~ = 271-Skolem hull of 6 t_J {r, x) in L~,,+I (for an appropriate x). 
Then we have the freedom to extend q' to q so as to code s(~) on b~, as b e is 
disjoint from ~' and bg fq 6 is 2~2(H~) for sufficiently large 6 e C,,. 
Part C 
Pages 86-89. The limit case of extendibility requires that we do a construction 
like that of the generic codes. In that construction we needed to obtain codes of 
length a~ e U(y) which were generic over L~(~); in the present situation we want 
to build a condition q e ~ of length Is l = ~ which is 'weakly generic' over 
Lv(,~)-= L~,, where 'weak genericity' refers to the reduction of predense sets as 
opposed to the meeting of predense sets. Thus the analogy here is not perfect as 
we do not require weak genericity over Lv(~), only over L~(~)-. The reason is that 
we need to use the genericity properties of s in our construction here and we must 
take into account the fact that s r/to is only generic over L~,, not over Lv(~0). 
Thus whereas an important case in the generic codes construction is when v(c~) is 
a successor p.r. closed ordinal, the important corresponding case here is when vs 
is a successor admissible. 
The first subcase is when vs is not recursively inaccessible and therefore we 
need not deal with Z'-genericity (in the weak sense of predensity reduction). 
When C~,0 is unbounded in /z ° and v, is a limit of admissibles we make our 
extension in ordertype(C~o) steps, using appropriate 27~'s to guarantee that we 
have a condition at limit stages. The fact that v, is a limit of admissibles allows us 
to apply a reflection argument o check predensity reduction at limit stages. 
Actually we must also use the genericity of sx for limit ~, where Px e ~ ' ;  the 
reason is that we only have embeddings S~(~,)---> Sa(~j) for/t /</~j in C,o and not 
embeddings S~O,,)- [s*]---> St3o,j)- [s~] which is necessary for the type of reflec- 
tion argument needed. So we use genericity to reduce this relativized reflection to 
ordinary reflection. 
One could argue that it would have been more natural to change the definition 
of the S~ to require genericity at all p.r. closed ordinals, but that would 
complicate some earlier parts of the proof. 
Similar reflection arguments and I~-style constructions suffice when p(/z °) >/~o 
or for most cases when p(/z °) =/z °. The nontrivial case occurs when v(/t °) = vj- is 
271-projectible to / t  °. Here we have to actually make an explicit effort to reduce 
predense sets. The key to accomplishing this is a kind of 'diagonal distributivity' 
lemma for ~<~, stated in the Claim on Page 88. This is reminiscent of Theorem 
3.2 of Beller-Jensen-Welch [1]. 
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Pages 89-92. We deal now with a recursively inaccessible %, and therefore the 
correspondingly new predensity reduction requirements. We first note that 
,~-genericity (in the sense of predensity reduction) reduces to ordinary genericity 
unless vs =/z °' or Lvs ~/z ° is the largest cardinal. We also can assume that vs is 
,~l-projectible to/z °. 
We first suppose that vs =/z ° and r is regular in Lv s. The main claim is that we 
can extend a given condition to reduce fewer than r predense sets of the form 
2~(W), W~?~ over (L~,, s*). This is proved via a combination of the ideas in 
subcase 1 and in the proof of Lemma 1D.2. First we show how to meet a single 
~(W) in a canonical fashion; the idea is to keep extending unless some (W), can 
be forced to be non-predense and if one doesn't stop this process, then the goal of 
making all the (W)~ predense has been achieved. A refinement allows one to 
reduce a given ~(W) to a given level 7 < r and a final refinement allows the 
simultaneous reduction of 60 (<r )  many 2~(W)'s below r. In these cases we must 
use the ZP~'s to get through limit stages as well as the Z-genericity of s to obtain 
that H~-cofinality of (L~s, s*) is equal to r. Finally the claim allows us to reduce 
all predense ~(W),  W,~I(L~,,, s*) by use of Cuo, in r steps. A small modification 
of the above will suffice when r is singular in L~,, v~ =/t  °. 
The argument when v, >/~o is similar but now we have the claim that r-many 
predense ~(W)'s  can be simultaneously reduced. In this case we therefore xtend 
'diagonally' in the sense that if Wo, WI , . . .  are the W's in question, then V¢~ is 
reduced to level i. Note that the regularity or singularity of r plays no role here; 
the role of r is now being played by/~o which is automatically L,, -regular. Finally 
the claim is used to build the desired extension with the help of C~,0. 
Part D 
Pages 92-96. In Extendibility II we show that elements of S~ can be extended; 
it is quickly seen that the heart of the problem is to build a ~-gener ic  set G 
which is A~(~t(y)), ), = (r+) L., whenever a~ e Adm, Card(t~)= r.  The method 
for doing this is to iteratively apply Extendibility I, this time building not a 
condition but actually an entire generic set. The iteration arises from the fact that 
t~ may possibly not collapse to r in one step, but at later and later stages of L 
may be seen to collapse to smaller and smaller (fake) cardinals. The 'critical 
projecta' of Friedman [5] are used here to analyze the situation. 
We let a~ = P0 > Pl >" " • > Pk - "  K be the successive places to which a~ collapses 
and ~t~ = s~(p +) the collapsing structure associated with the ith collapse. We 
obtain a ~-gener ic  by successively building a ~,-generic G1, a ~-gener ic  
G2 , . . . ,  and finally a ~k-l-generic Gk. The desired G is (71 * G2*" "*  Gk. 
A complication here is that we certainly cannot expect to have a genuine 
condition in ~'1 for example at each stage in the construction of G1 as there is no 
reason to expect that t~ and ~t(p~)= ~t 1 have the same cofinality. However 
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Lemma 2D.1 shows that all successor tr-cardinals greater than Pl do have the 
same cofinality as sgl and so it is reasonable to use an approximation to M1 in the 
construction of a generic G~. The point is that we cannot work with conditions 
but with objects which are 'locally' equal to a condition, the ~l-quasiconditions. 
Thus G1 is obtained as the union of a sequence of quasiconditions. In fact this 
construction is essentially no different han that used in Extendibility I.
A new problem arises in the construction of G2. Whereas before we were 
troubled by the discrepancy between the cofinalities of tr and M1, we now are 
concerned with those of p~, ,5~ 2 and p~. The reason is that 62 is to generically 
code s~ = 1,3 {r m I r e G1}'which as length p~. These three cofinalities may all be 
distinct. The solution is to do the construction i  two stages. In the first stage s, is 
coded into p~ by a ~½-quasicondition. This does not yet determine G2 as this 
construction can be carried out more effectively than the least collapse of PI, 
which is ,~1(,5~2). Then a sequence of ~½-quasiconditions can be built as before so 
as to meet all of the desired prodense sets. The idea then is that the initial choice 
of quasicondition reduces the predense sets in question below pl, and then we 
are in effect in a situation no different than in the construction of G1. The 
remaining Gi, i > 2, are built in the same way and in this way we have the desired 
~-gener ic .  
Part E 
Pages 96-98. We conclude by observing that distributivity was established 
during the extendibility proof; extendibility for ~ follows easily. Finally it is 
observed that a technique of Jensen's can be used to establish the existence of a 
generic for our forcing inside L[0#]. 
A more complete characterization f admissibility spectra ppears to require an 
understanding of which classes can be strongly coded. It is clear that there are 
necessary conditions on such a class which involve the existence of linear limit 
morasses whose morass maps preserve the predicate. The correct form of these 
conditions is a problem for future research. 
